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Abstract
We study the effect of the oxidative lesion 8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) on the pre-organization of the active site for
DNA replication in the closed (active) state of the Bacillus Fragment (BF), a Klenow analog from Bacillus
stearothermophilus. Our molecular dynamics and free energy simulations of explicitly solvated model ternary
complexes of BF bound to correct dCTP/incorrect dATP opposite guanine (G) and 8oxoG bases in DNA
suggest that the lesion introduces structural and energetic changes at the catalytic site to favor dATP insertion.
Despite the formation of a stable Watson-Crick pairing in the 8oxoG:dCTP system, the catalytic geometry is
severely distorted to possibly slow down catalysis. Indeed, our calculated free energy landscapes associated
with active site pre-organization suggest additional barriers to assemble an efficient catalytic site, which need
to be overcome during dCTP incorporation opposite 8oxoG relative to that opposite undamaged G. In
contrast, the catalytic geometry for the Hoogsteen pairing in the 8oxoG:dATP system is highly organized and
poised for efficient nucleotide incorporation via the "twometal- ion" catalyzed phosphoryl transfer
mechanism. However, the free energy calculations suggest that the catalytic geometry during dATP
incorporation opposite 8oxoG is considerably less plastic than that during dCTP incorporation opposite G
despite a very similar, well organized catalytic site for both systems. A correlation analysis of the dynamics
trajectories suggests the presence of significant coupling between motions of the polymerase fingers and the
primary distance for nucleophilic attack (i.e., between the terminal primer O3´ and the dNTP Pα atoms)
during correct dCTP incorporation opposite undamaged G. This coupling is shown to be disrupted during
nucleotide incorporation by the polymerase with oxidatively damaged DNA/dNTP substrates. We also
suggest that the lesion affects DNA interactions with key polymerase residues, thereby affecting the enzymes
ability to discriminate against noncomplementary DNA/dNTP substrates. Taken together, our results provide
a unified structural, energetic, and dynamic platform to rationalize experimentally observed relative
nucleotide incorporation rates for correct dCTP/incorrect dATP insertion opposite an undamaged/
oxidatively damaged template G by BF.
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Abstract 
We study the effect of the oxidative lesion 8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) on the pre-organization of the active 
site for DNA replication in the closed (active) state of the Bacillus Fragment (BF), a Klenow analog from 
Bacillus stearothermophilus. Our molecular dynamics and free energy simulations of explicitly solvated 
model ternary complexes of BF bound to correct dCTP/incorrect dATP opposite guanine (G) and 8oxoG 
bases in DNA suggest that the lesion introduces structural and energetic changes at the catalytic site to 
favor dATP insertion. Despite the formation of a stable Watson-Crick pairing in the 8oxoG:dCTP system, 
the catalytic geometry is severely distorted to possibly slow down catalysis. Indeed, our calculated free 
energy landscapes associated with active site pre-organization suggest additional barriers to assemble an 
efficient catalytic site, which need to be overcome during dCTP incorporation opposite 8oxoG relative to 
that opposite undamaged G. In contrast, the catalytic geometry for the Hoogsteen pairing in the 
8oxoG:dATP system is highly organized and poised for efficient nucleotide incorporation via the “two-
metal-ion” catalyzed phosphoryl transfer mechanism. However, the free energy calculations suggest that 
the catalytic geometry during dATP incorporation opposite 8oxoG is considerably less plastic than that 
during dCTP incorporation opposite G despite a very similar, well organized catalytic site for both 
systems. A correlation analysis of the dynamics trajectories suggests the presence of significant coupling 
between motions of the polymerase fingers and the primary distance for nucleophilic attack (i.e., between 
the terminal primer O3′ and the dNTP Pα atoms) during correct dCTP incorporation opposite undamaged 
G. This coupling is shown to be disrupted during nucleotide incorporation by the polymerase with 
oxidatively damaged DNA/dNTP substrates. We also suggest that the lesion affects DNA interactions 
with key polymerase residues, thereby affecting the enzymes ability to discriminate against non-
complementary DNA/dNTP substrates. Taken together, our results provide a unified structural, energetic, 
and dynamic platform to rationalize experimentally observed relative nucleotide incorporation rates for 
correct dCTP/incorrect dATP insertion opposite an undamaged/oxidatively damaged template G by BF. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 DNA polymerases from family A, which include Escherichia coli polymerase (pol) I, T7 DNA 
pol I, and pol I from bacteria such as Thermus aquaticus and Bacillus stearothermophilus, specialize in 
the replication/repair of DNA. Shaped like a human right hand, with thumb, finger and palm domains, 
these enzymes bind to DNA to incorporate nucleotides selectively (dCTP opposite G, dATP opposite T, 
dTTP opposite A, and dGTP opposite C) via dexterous motions of their finger domains opposite unpaired 
template bases. Family A polymerases are typically “high fidelity” enzymes, exhibiting extremely small 
error rates (1 error in 106-108 dNTP incorporations1) during the DNA replication/repair cycle. The 
accuracy with which these enzymes function is crucial for preserving genomic integrity and failures often 
lead to severe biomedical implications 2-4.  
 The 8-oxoguanine (8oxoG) lesion is a prominent product generated by oxidative damage of DNA 
2,5,6 . Propensities for the lesion to form 8oxoG:A mismatches5-8 during DNA replication result in G:C ? 
T:A transversion mutations 4,9,10, which are correlated with many types of cancers 10-12. The rate of dATP 
(mis)incorporation opposite this lesion increases, in some cases, to an extent comparable to or greater 
than that of correct dCTP incorporation. Crystallographic captures of high fidelity polymerase/DNA post-
insertion complexes 5,6,13 have suggested the structural origin for this altered behavior. That is, post-
insertion complexes with the 8oxoG:C anti:anti base pair show large distortions in the template strand, 
presumably due to steric clashes between the O8 oxygen atom of the nucleotide base and the O4′ oxygen 
atom of the deoxy-ribose sugar of the lesion. In contrast, adopting a less conventional syn conformation 
and thus forming a stable Hoogsteen base pairing with an incoming dATP, enables the 8oxoG:A purine-
purine mispair to fit snugly into the active site, without introducing severe template strand distortions. 
While the structural inferences have significantly enhanced our understanding of the polymerase behavior 
in the presence of 8oxoG, it is difficult to assess the effect of the lesion on the nucleotide incorporation 
cycle purely on the basis of post-/pre-insertion structures alone. We therefore employ molecular modeling 
and simulations as complimentary tools to address this central issue. In the past, such modeling studies 
have been highly valuable in understanding polymerase fidelity mechanisms and catalysis in T7 DNA pol 
I 14,15, in studying the effects of DNA lesions at the active site of various replicative and repair 
polymerases 16-21, and in identifying and demonstrating the relevance of substrate specific conformational 
changes and structural rearrangements to polymerase fidelity in human pol β 22-24. 
During nucleotide incorporation by polymerases, the basic reaction in the chemical step is the 
formation of a covalent phosphodiester bond between the incoming dNTP and the terminal primer base of 
the polymerase-bound DNA, prior to which the enzyme has to switch to an “active” state, usually through 
a large scale conformational rearrangement of the fingers (or the thumb) domain 25. Subsequent to the 
chemical step, the enzyme usually switches back to an “inactive” state and the cycle repeats. Based on a 
large body of structural and biochemical works, the identity of the rate-limiting step in the nucleotide 
incorporation cycle depends not only on the type of polymerase, but also on the base pairs involved in the 
synthesis 25. During correct incorporation, either the conformational change preceding the chemical step 
(E. Coli pol I 26)  or the chemical step itself  (T4 Pol I 27) is found to be rate-limiting, while for incorrect 
incorporation it is believed (largely based on indirect evidence across several polymerases) that the 
chemical step is rate-limiting.25‡ In this study we compare and contrast the structural, energetic, and 
dynamic characteristics of four bacillus fragment (BF) polymerase/DNA/dNTP ternary complexes 
focusing on the active site pre-organization prior to the chemical step along the nucleotide incorporation 
pathway. The term active site pre-organization here refers to the assembly of a chemically potent ground 
state catalytic geometry for efficient phosphodiester bond formation. Such an organization can either 
proceed concurrently with, or follow the conformational change step.  
We perform classical molecular dynamics simulations, free energy calculations, and correlation 
                                                 
‡ It is instructive to compare the energy barriers for the experimentally resolved conformational change and 
chemical steps  in a specific polymerase system. Experiments on the Klenow fragment (Eger et. al. Biochemistry, 
38, 9227) yield a free energy barrier of 15.2 kcal/mol for the conformational change, and 14.4 kcal/mol (upper-
bound) for the chemical step during correct nucleotide incorporation. For incorrect nucleotide incorporation, the 
corresponding values reported are 15.2 and 19.8 kcal/mol, respectively. 
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analysis of fully atomistic, explicitly solvated models of the large fragment from Bacillus 
stearothermophilus (derived from X-ray crystal structure28; PDB id: 1LV5) for 
correct(dCTP)/incorrect(dATP) nucleotide insertion opposite undamaged G (control), and oxidatively 
damaged (8oxoG) template bases in the polymerase-bound DNA. Consistent with post-insertion 
structures from X-ray crystallography studies, we find that the unconventional syn conformation of the 
8oxoG template base opposite an incoming dATP (which we refer to as the 8oxoG:dATP system) leads 
to a distortion free catalytic site that is poised for a two-metal-ion catalyzed phosphoryl transfer, (see 
Section 3.1). Such a distortion free catalytic site also occurs for the undamaged Watson-Crick G:dCTP 
system. In contrast, the catalytic site geometry for the 8oxoG:dCTP mispair is highly distorted, despite 
the formation of a regular Watson-Crick base pair. Based on the energy barriers derived from our free 
energy simulations, we suggest that the rates for catalytic site pre-organization follow the trend G:dCTP 
> 8oxoG:dCTP >> G:dATP. Moreover, even though the catalytic site for the 8oxoG:dATP system is pre-
organized to the same degree as the G:dCTP control system, its deformation characteristics are found to 
be considerably less plastic than the control, suggesting the trend for rates of active site assembly to be:  
G:dCTP > 8oxoG:dATP  > 8oxoG:dCTP >> G:dATP, which correlates perfectly with the observed trend 
in the rates of nucleotide incorporation (kcat/Km) in kinetic studies 6. We also find on the basis of a 
correlation analysis of active site motions of our control G:dCTP system that a dynamical coupling exists 
between the polymerase fingers domains and the reactive distances for phosphoryl transfer at the catalytic 
site. Such a coupling insinuates the role played by the polymerase fingers in the catalytic site pre-
organization. Intriguingly, this dynamical coupling is disrupted when an oxidative damage is present, 
suggesting a higher free energy barrier for catalytic site pre-organization. Based on structural and 
energetic grounds, we quantify the involvement of key polymerase residues, namely, R615, Y714, Q797, 
and H829 identified in prior mutagenesis studies, in discriminating between correct and incorrect 
nucleotides at the active site, and show that the oxidative damage significantly diminishes this ability to 
discriminate. Collectively, these conclusions help provide a molecular basis for the altered specificity of 
the BF pol when it encounters an oxidative damage in the DNA. 
 
2. Methods 
 
We present a brief overview of our methods in this section. A more comprehensive description is 
provided as supplementary material. 
 
2.1 System preparation and simulation protocols 
Structures of the Bacillus fragment (BF) have been characterized extensively in the pioneering 
studies of Beese and co-workers at various stages of DNA replication 13,28-30, as well as in the presence of 
various lesions 6,31,32. Starting from the crystal structure of a closed (active) ternary BF-DNA-dCTP 
complex (PDB id: 1LV5 28), we construct four model systems of explicitly solvated and neutral BF-DNA-
dNTP ternary complexes, (see Figure S1 in supplementary material): (A) G:dCTP, (B) G:dATP,  (c) 
8oxoG:dCTP, and (d) 8oxoG:dATP. All structural modifications are carried out using the Insight II 
modeling software 33. The NAMD simulation package 34,35 with the CHARMM27 36 force field is  used to 
minimize and equilibrate each model system. Parameters (i.e., partial charges and force constants) 
compatible with CHARMM27 for the 8oxoG residue are constructed according to the procedure 
described by Foloppe et. al. 37 using a genetic algorithm-based optimization scheme (Y. Liu, R. 
Radhakrishnan, unpublished). Following standard equilibration protocols, 10 ns constant number of 
atoms /volume/temperature  (NVT) molecular dynamics (MD) production runs are carried out and data 
from the last 5 ns (during which the root-mean-squared deviations or RMSD of the protein backbone are 
found to be stable, see Figure S3 in supplementary material) are used for subsequent analysis. A listing of 
catalytic site parameters for the four models along with a comparison to experimental data is presented in 
Table S4 of the supplementary material. 
 
2.2 Free energy simulations for pre-organization of catalytic sites 
We perform umbrella sampling simulations in two-dimensions using the CHARMM program 
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(version c32a1) 38 by varying the distance between the O3′ of the DNA terminal primer and Pα of the 
incoming nucleotide (denoted here as the distance da) and the distance between O3′ and the catalytic Mg2+ 
(denoted here as distance db). The geometry of the time-averaged structure for the G:dCTP control 
system emerging from the simulation trajectory shows a catalytic site which only differs from the ideal 
two-metal-ion geometry postulated by experimental and theoretical studies in the values of these two 
distances (see section 3.1). Further, we postulate based on prior experience with pol β 39,40 and the 
hammerhead ribozyme, 41 that the pentacovalent transition state for phosphodiester bond formation can be 
realized by applying constraints on da and db, alone. We thus vary da and db in steps of 0.5 Å each, over a 
range of values damax – damin and dbmax – dbmin, appropriately chosen to sample conformations of the active-
site in the vicinity of the time-averaged reference structure. The value of (damax,dbmax) in units of  Å is set 
to be (4.0,4.0), (5.0,5.0), (5.0,4.0), (4.0,4.0), for the G:dCTP (or G:C), G:A, 8oxoG:C, and 8oxoG:A 
systems, respectively, while the value of damin =dbmin is set as 2.0 Å,  for all four systems. At each grid 
point we perform two rounds of energy minimization using the steepest-descent method followed by 
Langevin dynamics (with friction coefficient γ=10 ps-1) at 300 K with a 1 fs timestep. The first round of 
energy minimization, which brings the system to the desired grid point, is performed with a high value of 
forcing restraints (2000 kcal/mol/Å2) and consists of 1000 steps of minimization and 1 ps of dynamics. 
The second round (umbrella sampling) is performed with a lower value of the forcing restraint (20 
kcal/mol/Å2), and consists of a 1000 steps of energy minimization and 10 ps of Langevin dynamics. We 
thus obtain 25, 49, 35 and 25 umbrella sampling windows for the G:C, G:A, 8oxoG:C and 8oxoG:A 
systems, respectively. Data from these windows are then used to construct unbiased probability 
distributions and free energy surfaces by employing the WHAM 42,43 algorithm. The error in free energies 
is estimated by calculating the standard deviations obtained from three independent umbrella sampling 
simulations performed for the G:C system and found to be ± 0.9 kBT (0.54 kcal/mol). Since identical 
conditions are used to collect data, we expect the errors to be of the same order for the G:A, 8oxoG:C, 
and 8oxoG:A systems. 
 
2.3 Correlation analysis of the active site  
In order to assess the effect of slower coupled motions of the DNA/polymerase/dNTP complex on 
the dynamics of the primary reactive distances in the presence/absence of the 8oxoG lesion, we 
performed a correlation analysis of the active site region (see Figure 1a). Our active-site is defined to 
include all heavy atoms of the incoming dNTP, seven residues of the DNA template strand ( Tn+2 , Tn+1 , 
Tn , Tn-1 , Tn-2 , Tn-3 ,and Tn-4 , where, the index n refers to the G/8oxoG of the nascent base pair, indices 
n+2 and n+1, refer to residues in the single stranded template overhang, and indices n-1, n-2, etc., refer to 
bases in the DNA duplex), four residues of the DNA primer strand, (Pn-1 , Pn-2 , Pn-3, and Pn-4, where, the 
index n-1 refers to the terminal primer A which is part of the DNA duplex and indices n-2, n-3 and n-4 
refer to residues further down in the duplex), the two Mg2+ ions, the highly conserved catalytic aspartates 
residues, (D830 and D653), of the polymerase, polymerase residues from the O and O1 helices, (residue 
numbers 696 through 726), in all 30 residues as depicted in Figure 1a forming the polymerase fingers, and 
three polymerase residues contacting the first three DNA base pairs at the active site, (A615, Q797, 
H829), along with Y714 at the base of the O helix. Using the geometries of the ternary complexes 
representing the structural average over the last 5 ns of our MD trajectories as references, variance-
covariance matrices of atomic fluctuations in the Cartesian system of coordinates are constructed for the 
active site region of the 4 systems. The software program CARMA44 is used to perform Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) 45,46, to project/visualize the independent atomic motions in an MD 
trajectory, and sort them in the descending order of their variance. The top 10 principal component modes 
capture the bulk of the atomic fluctuations in our MD trajectories for all four systems studied, (namely, 
70% for G:C, 84% for G:A, 72 % for 8oxoG:C, and 80% for 8oxoG:A). 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Catalytic ground state geometry in BF ternary complex is optimized to favor dCTP insertion 
opposite an undamaged template G 
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 In the “two-metal-ion” mechanism for phosphoryl transfer 47-49 believed to be applicable for a 
wide range of enzymes 50,51, the polymerase catalyzes the phospho-diester bond formation by coordinating 
two divalent metal ions at the catalytic site  with the aid of highly conserved (usually aspartate) residues. 
The catalytic ion is believed to activate the 3'–hydroxyl group of the terminal primer to facilitate the 
formation of an O3′-Pα covalent bond. The nucleotidyl ion is thought to screen the negative charge in the 
triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide and hence to facilitate the formation of the pentacovalent 
transition state and the subsequent cleavage of the O3α-Pα bond15,51-55 §. Conformations close to the 
pentacovalent transition state as proposed by the two-metal-ion mechanism have recently been captured 
56,57 in structural studies of other biomolecules; we consider the geometry obtained in the studies of 
Stahley and Strobel 57  as a reference for the “ideal-two-metal ion geometry”, (see Figure 1c for a 
depiction, Figure 2 gives values for these distances from the studies of Stahley and Strobel 57). In addition 
to these structures, computational delineations of transition state structures and reaction intermediates for 
T7 DNA pol 15, phosphoglucomutase 58, polymerase β 55,59, and the hammerhead ribozyme 41  have also 
provided us with detailed structural insights on the phosphoryl transfer pathway, including a 
characterization of the transition state geometry. 
Since the input structure to our dynamics simulations of the G:C system is derived from crystal 
structures, this system serves as our control. Our simulations show (see Figure 3a) a tightly organized 
catalytic site with two Mg2+ ions (nucleotidyl MG1 and catalytic MG2), two aspartate residues (D831 and 
D653) highly conserved amongst high fidelity polymerases, and two bound water molecules. The 
coordination sphere of the catalytic Mg2+  (MG2) is completed by six oxygen ligands 55: one each from 
D831 and D653, two from water molecules, one from the terminal primer (O3′), and the one from the 
non-bridging oxygen of Pα in the dCTP triphosphate moiety. The time-averaged structure of the ground 
state resulting from our classical simulations fulfills all but two requirements (see Figure 2, black line) for 
conforming to the “ideal-two-metal-ion” geometry: (1) the average O3′-Pα distance of 3.5 Å  is greater 
than the 2.0 Å expected at the transition state for an associative or partially associative mechanism 56,60; 
(2) the terminal primer hydroxyl remains protonated due to a large average O3′-MG2 distance of 2.7 Å . 
However, in our simulations, large (and simultaneous) fluctuations of both  O3′-MG2  and O3′-Pα 
distances bring them close to the values of 2.1 Å and 3.2 Å, respectively; these fluctuations represent the 
correct trend for forming a reaction-competent two-metal-ion geometry 57. Moreover, the observed 
proximity of the terminal primer hydroxyl group to the catalytic D830 and to the dNTP provide the 
possibility of multiple avenues for this initial deprotonation event 15,55. In order to explore the energetics 
of transforming the ground state geometry of the G:C system to the ideal two-metal-ion geometry 
49,53,56,57,61 for an associative transition state, we compute the free energy landscape by spanning the key 
reactive distances for catalysis O3′-Pα (or da) and the O3′-MG2 (or db).  The energy profile (see Figure 3c) 
is described by a single well-characterized minimum in the vicinity of the simulation average (X). 
Moreover, for regions surrounding this minimum, the equal energy contours are elliptical with their major 
axes (which is also the principal direction of motion in the sub-space of the free energy landscape) 
aligned with slope∼1, i.e., a direction corresponding to simultaneous increase/decrease of the reactive 
distances da and db. Moreover, structural analysis of conformations sampled in the vicinity of the 
minimum shows that other key interactions required for the two-metal-ion catalyzed reaction mechanism 
are preserved, (Figure 4, black symbols; see also Figure S5 in supplementary material). Thus, da and db 
can be transformed (in a correlated fashion) to be made closer to their respective values in the ideal two-
metal-ion geometry without disrupting other key interactions required to stabilize the active site. The 
active site degrees of freedom, therefore, undergo plastic deformations, and the system appears primed for 
an inline attack, pending the deprotonation of the terminal primer hydroxyl group.  
 In contrast, in our results for the G:dATP mismatch (i.e., dATP incorporation opposite G in the 
BF pol ternary complex) we observe a distorted catalytic site (Figure 3b) with significant increases in the 
                                                 
§ Studies on nonenzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions show that the reaction can proceed either through a 
dissociative (via a metaphosphate-like intermediate) or by an associative (via a pentacovalent intermediate) 
mechanism. In the case of some ribozymes and polymerases, theoretical evidence as well as structural arguments 
have suggested a partially or fully associative mechanism. 
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O3′- Pα and O3′-MG2 distances relative to those observed in the G:C control system. We attribute this 
crucial difference primarily to be due to an increase in the average base pair width by ~2 Å for the G:A 
purine-purine mismatch (this feature is also observed in the post-insertion crystal structures13), which 
misaligns the incoming dATP with respect to the primer strand and disrupts the key MG2-O3′ metal-
ligand interaction. Further, we observe that in order to compensate for this loss of interaction, the G:A 
system allows an extra water molecule to associate with MG2. A summary of the relative distances that 
describe the relative alignments in the catalytic site is provided in Figure 2 (red line), which relative to 
our control, is far from optimum. The free energy landscape (Figure 3d) reveals a single minimum around 
the conformation resulting from the unconstrained MD simulation average (X). For regions surrounding 
this minimum, the major axes of the elliptical equal energy contours have a slope >>1, which signifies a 
restricted exploration of db as da changes. This causes a sharp increase in the free energy as we approach 
the ideal two-metal-ion geometry. Since the G:A system does not show a local minimum close to the 
optimal ground state geometry, using the location of the free energy minimum for control G:C as a 
reference (i.e., dar= 3.51 Å and dbr= 2.66 Å), we estimate the free energy cost associated with reducing da 
and db  for the  G:A from their respective values at the free energy minimum (da=  4.74 Å and db= 4.72 Å) 
to the reference values (dar,dbr) to be 30.7 kBT (18.6 kcal/mol). This value is larger than the 
conformational change barrier (15.2 kcal/mol) reported in studies of mispair formation in E. Coli Klenow 
26 and smaller than the barrier for the chemical step (19.8 kcal/mol). We note that this energetic estimate 
for the active site pre-organization is subject to the approximations of our classical force-field. 
Nevertheless, it provides an avenue to track structural changes in the active site at atomic detail and link 
them to energetic changes. Namely, the steric constraints imposed by the larger width of the nascent G:A 
basepair imply that a two-metal-ion geometry (i.e., a reduction in da and db, see below) can only be 
attained by inducing additional distortions at the template G and in the polymerase residues contacting the 
nascent basepair, namely, R702, K706 and Y714 of the O-helix and mismatch sensing R615 and Q797 , 
and thus at a high energy cost. 
 
3.2 Catalytic ground state geometry is optimized to favor dATP incorporation opposite 8-
oxoguanine 
One striking feature of the structures resulting from our simulations is that, relative to the control (G:C), 
the catalytic site for correct dCTP incorporation opposite the lesion system (8oxoG:C) is distorted despite 
the formation of a stable Watson-Crick base pair (see Figure 5a). Therefore, the polymerase active site 
conforms to the two-metal-ion geometry only partially, with the structural distortions resembling those 
observed for the G:A system; in particular, average values of the O3′-Pα (4.50 Å)  and O3′-MG2 (3.77 Å) 
are far from the two-metal-ion reference geometry. While the locations of the dominant minimum in the 
free energy landscape for the G:A and 8oxoG:C systems are similar, the free energy landscape for the 
8oxoG:C system (see Figure 5c) shows a local minimum at da=3.4 Å and db=2.3 Å. Significantly, 
location of this local minimum is close to that of the dominant minimum for the G:C control system. The 
calculated value of the active site pre-organization energy, i.e., the free energy penalty associated with 
transforming the 8oxoG:C system from its ground state (da=4.50 Å and db=3.77 Å) to a state  resembling 
the active site geometry for the G:C control (da=3.4 Å and db=2.3 Å) is significantly lower (7.86 kcal/mol 
or 11.5 kBT), compared to that estimated for the G:A system (18.6 kcal/mol or 30.7 kBT). Therefore, 
based on this comparison of the energetic barrier for active site pre-organization, we conclude that the 
rate of dCTP incorporation opposite 8oxoG will be more efficient than dATP incorporation opposite a 
template G. We assume that the rate is related to the activation free energy barrier ∆G using the transition 
state theory relationship, namely, rate=(1/ τ)×exp(∆G/kBT), where τ is a characteristic molecular 
relaxation time at the transition state. A relative comparison of these barriers with those associated with 
conformational change or chemical steps is not possible at present as experiments have not yet resolved 
these steps for oxidatively damaged substrates.   
 In contrast to the 8oxoG:C system, the Hoogsteen pairing observed in the 8oxoG:A system 
precludes any catalytic site distortions (see Figure 5b). In fact, the alignments in the catalytic site are 
optimal and similar to those observed in the G:C control. Figure 2 (green line) shows that the key 
interactions required for a two-metal-ion mechanism are preserved making 8oxoG:A mispair formation 
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more efficient than correct 8oxoG:C base pair formation. Based on the geometry of the catalytic site 
alone dATP incorporation opposite the lesion is expected to be as efficient as dCTP incorporation 
opposite G. However, an important distinguishing feature of the 8oxoG:A system from the other three 
systems lies in the lack of plasticity associated with its active site motions, which is revealed by our 
umbrella sampling simulations. In contrast to the G:C case (Figure 3c), the free energy landscape for 
8oxoG:A (Figure 5d) exhibits multiple conformations in the vicinity of the simulation average (X); 
moreover, in Figure 4 (also see Figure S5 in supplementary material), obvious differences in the 
variations of metal-ligand interactions at the catalytic site are evident for the two systems: namely, while 
the G:C system is deformable in the limited subspace of da and db, with other key parameters close to 
ideal two-metal-ion values, the 8oxoG:A system shows a less orchestrated response as a result of a loss of 
active-site plasticity and several catalytic MG2 metal-ligand interactions (MG2-D830:O1δ, MG2-
dNTP:O2α, MG2-bound waters) are disrupted. While both the G:A and 8oxoG:C systems also show 
similar disruptions in metal-ligand interactions for large values of da and db, they show a recovery of the 
plastic response as da and db are constrained to approach their ideal two-metal-ion values; the onset of 
such a recovery of the plastic behavior is not observed for the 8oxoG:A system (see Figure S5 in 
supplementary material). Thus, we conclude that the reaction landscape for active site pre-organization in 
the 8oxoG:A is more complex than those delineated for the G:C, G:A, and 8oxoG:C systems, and may 
not be best represented in terms of just da and db. In summary, while the absence of catalytic site 
distortions explains why 8oxoG:A mispair formation is preferred over 8oxoG:C in BF replication 
reactions, other factors such as the loss of plasticity at the catalytic site lower the incorporation efficiency 
in comparison to the G:C system.  
 
3.3 Role of bound catalytic site waters 
An analysis of structures and catalytic site distances from our free energy simulations shows three water 
molecules liganded to the catalytic Mg2+ for the G:A and 8oxoG:C systems where the catalytic 
geometries are far from the ideal two-metal-ion geometry. For these systems one of these water molecules 
serves as a surrogate to the disrupted MG2-O3′ metal-ligand interactions. Its presence also weakens MG2 
metal-ligand interactions with the non-bridging oxygen (O1α/O2α) in the triphosphate moiety of the 
incoming nucleotide, (in Figure 2, these interactions are completely disrupted for the 8oxoG:C system). 
The loss of such critical interactions in these two systems not only hampers the assembly of the two 
metal-ion geometry, but also leads to a weakening of correlations between changes of the reactive 
distances da and db (Figures 3 and 5). We note that slopes <<1 or >>1 for the major axis of the energy 
contours are suggestive of a loss of correlation. While the G:A free energy landscape (see Figure 3d) 
shows a weaker correlation between changes in these coordinates, the correlation disappears in landscapes 
for 8oxoG:C system in regions where the extra water molecule (The optimally organized catalytic site of 
the control G:C  shows only two water molecules) is bound (see Figures 5c). However, as the values of 
the coordinates da and db are reduced to approach their ideal two-metal-ion values, one of the waters is 
expelled and the coordination sphere of the catalytic Mg2+ becomes similar to that of the G:C control. 
Notably, the correlation in the reactive distances is also restored. We note that while a quantitative 
estimation of the free energy barrier for water expulsion would be very insightful, such a calculation is 
non-trivial because of the many-body nature of the appropriate reaction coordinate for water expulsion. 
Hence, such a calculation may be beyond the scope of the umbrella sampling method we have employed 
here. Nevertheless, our results suggest that such a barrier for water expulsion from the active-site may be 
significant because of its bearing on the plasticity of active-site deformations.  
 
3.4 A dynamical coupling between the polymerase fingers and catalytic site reactive distances aids 
the pre-organization toward a two-metal-ion geometry 
A correlation analysis of the dynamics trajectories (see section 2.3) reveals that for the G:C control 
system, motions in the polymerase fingers are highly cooperative with motions of the nascent G:dCTP 
base pair (see correlation plot in Figure S6 and Table S7 in supplementary material). Strong correlations 
also exist between each base pair in the DNA duplex as well as between successive bases within the 
template and primer strands. A visualization of the top 10 modes from a principal component analysis 
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(section 2.3) for the control G:C case shows motions of the polymerase fingers causing delocalized (large 
scale) template-primer strand distortions (similar to writhing and stretching modes of the DNA) and 
synchronized with fluctuations in the reactive distance da, (see Movie S8). The plastic response of the 
catalytic geometry (comprising of D830, D653, the two Mg2+ ions and bound waters) to these dominant 
modes ensures that an optimal active site is maintained. This leads us to conclude that DNA primer and 
template strands act as a relay to transmit these cooperative fluctuations and the polymerase drives the 
fluctuations of the reactive distances da and db using a mechanical coupling existing between the O helices 
and DNA template and primer strands. The picture that emerges is that specific modes (delocalized over a 
larger spatial domain) of the system couple to the fluctuations of catalytic reactive distances to possibly 
drive the system towards the transition state for phosphoryl transfer. This picture is bolstered by the 
accumulating evidence in other enzyme complexes of a pre-chemistry phase, in which delocalized 
(global) and local motions driven by thermal fluctuations of the enzyme-substrate complex synergistically 
orchestrate the assembly of an optimal catalytic site 39,62-65 . We note that the terminology “dynamic 
coupling” is introduced here to signify the coupling between fast (local) and slow (delocalized) modes. In 
our view, the coupling (when present) is significant in altering the free energy landscape. We do not 
suggest that the coupling necessarily alters the temporal relaxation dynamics. This interpretation is 
consistent with the discussion in a recent review article on this topic 66. Our observations are also 
consistent with the response of these systems to external forces as measured in single molecule studies: in 
these studies, the replication rates of two high fidelity A family polymerases were shown to be 
significantly affected by the application of a stretching force on the template strand of the DNA substrate 
67-69.  We have shown elsewhere that a force-response of the rate of phosphodiester bond formation arises 
possibly as a direct result of the dynamical coupling phenomena 70. 
For the G:A system, (see Table S7 and Figure S9), we observe that a significant number of the 
correlations prevail, and are even enhanced relative to G:C. Notably, however, the correlations between 
the O-helix and dATP are weaker due to the increased purine-purine width, and consequently, the 
correlations between the O3' and Pα atoms involved in the nucleophilic attack are also weakened. As a 
result, the dynamical coupling does not drive fluctuations in the reactive distance in the G:A system. 
 
3.5 Oxidative damage weakens the dynamical coupling   
For the two systems containing oxidative lesions, many correlations between the polymerase fingers and 
the nascent base pair (8oxoG:dNTP) are significantly weakened  relative to the control, (see Table S7, 
Figures S10 and S11). While correlations within the bound DNA fragment as well those within the 
catalytic site are maintained, we record reductions in correlations between O-helix and dNTP for 
8oxoG:A, and between O1-helix and Tn for both 8oxoG:C and  8oxoG:A  systems. These variations 
produce a reduction in correlation between the terminal primer O3′ and the dNTP Pα,. Even though the 
top 10 principal component modes for 8oxoG:C and 8oxoG:A show large DNA strand distortions, a 
visual comparison with those of the G:C system suggests that, in stark contrast to the control, the DNA 
strand distortions are localized to the single stranded template overhang and the lesion and do not 
propagate to the catalytic site (see Movie S8). The loss of dynamic coupling between the polymerase 
fingers and the active-site due to the presence of the oxidative lesion exerts a negative influence on the 
active-site plasticity and accentuates the important role played by the fingers in the active-site pre-
organization. This notion is consistent with previous studies, which have also emphasized the various 
roles played by the fingers domain in high fidelity polymerases: (1) The induced-fit conformational 
change in high-fidelity polymerases involves the fingers (or thumb for pol β) domain and plays a 
discriminatory role 71-73 in nucleotide incorporation by producing a stable active conformation only when 
the correct nucleotide is bound in the active-site. (2) The role played by Y714 (Y766 in Klenow) located 
at the base of the O-helix of the polymerase fingers in the pre-chemistry conformational change by 
limiting the template base to access the active-site only in the closed or active conformation of the 
polymerase is well appreciated from prior crystallographic studies 74.(3) In their studies on BF, Johnson 
et. al.28 characterize a “pre-insertion site” which is distinct from the insertion site (the active site where 
the incoming nucleotide is paired opposite a template base) and where the loop connecting the O and O1-
helices sequesters an unpaired template base in the active (open) state of the enzyme. As the polymerase 
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switches to its closed (active) state through the conformational change involving the fingers and the 
thumb subdomains, the template base is moved to the insertion site  while the loop blocks the pre-
insertion site preventing access to other template bases in the single stranded DNA overhang . The latter 
two roles of the polymerase fingers are instrumental in preventing frameshift mismatch errors by the 
polymerase during DNA synthesis 28. 
 
3.6 Effect of oxidative damage on DNA-polymerase interactions implicated in enzyme fidelity 
Mutagenesis experiments on pol I homologues of BF (E. Coli, Taq and T7 pol I) reveal that mutations of 
four highly conserved residues R615, Y714, Q797, and H829, (R668, Y766, Q849, and H881, 
respectively for E. Coli Klenow fragment), significantly affect fidelity75,76. While mutation of residues 
R615 and Y714 lead to a decrease, mutations of Q797 and H829 show an increase in replication fidelity. 
Three of these residues, R615, Q797, and H829, are part of a “H-bonded-track”, and have been shown to 
participate in the catalytic activity of the polymerase,77 with a mutation of any one of these residues 
greatly reducing polymerase-DNA binding. Experiments have proposed a role for a fourth residue, Y714, 
in stabilizing the template strand base paired opposite the incoming nucleotide in the closed (active) state 
of the polymerase75. In Table I, we list the interactions of these four residues with the first four DNA base 
pairs including the nascent pair (G:dCTP) for the G:C system as inferred from prior experiments, (and 
confirmed by an analysis of structures obtained from our classical simulations). Residues R615, Q797, 
and H881 contact the DNA minor groove acceptors (N3 for purines and O2 for pyrimidines) in the 
template (Q797) and primer (R615, H829) strands, respectively, to influence fidelity at the mismatch 
extension stage 75-78 . In addition, R615 and Y714 contact the nascent base pair directly to influence 
fidelity at the nucleotide insertion stage.  
 We have calculated the non-bonded (van der Waals and electrostatic) interaction 
energies of each of these four residues with the first four bases in the DNA fragment and the incoming 
dNTP for all four model systems G:C, G:A, 8oxoG:C, and 8oxoG:A,  to assess the effect of the lesion 
on key interactions. In Table II, we present only the strongest pair-wise (residue-DNA) interactions 
averaged over the last 2ns of our MD trajectories along with their standard deviations. The strongest 
interactions are all negative signifying an attractive complementarity between the polymerase active site 
and the DNA+dNTP substrate for all four model systems. For the G:C control the interactions are 
strongest around the nascent base pair and decrease as we move further down in the DNA duplex. 
Residues R615 and H829 show strong interactions with pairs of bases along the primer strand, which 
emphasizes their dual role in aligning the primer and dNTP for efficient catalysis as well as in extending 
newly formed base pairs77,78. On the other hand residues Y714 and Q797 show one-on-one interactions 
with the template strand consistent with their proposed functions of either stabilizing (Y714) or extending 
base pairs (Q797)75,76. Table II also shows that the presence of a mispair (G:A) at the active site weakens 
almost all interactions with the strongest effect on the residues which interact with the primer strand. The 
interactions of R615 with the incoming dNTP, in particular, as well as interactions of R615 and H829 
with the terminal primer A are significantly weakened to provide a greater degree of conformational 
flexibility for the mispair and primer at the catalytic site. However, the flexibility is limited as polymerase 
retains its contacts with the dATP and the terminal primer. Due to the increased purine-purine width R615 
forms a hydrogen bond with the dATP at the N3 base position instead of the regular O4′ sugar position 
which might prove to be vital in stabilizing the mispair in a distorted catalytic geometry to slow down 
catalysis78. On the template side, the interactions of Y714 are also reduced and this further decreases the 
stability of the G:A wobble base pair. Q797 and H829 interactions with the DNA minor groove are not 
affected, with the latter actually showing a significant increase. These observations are consistent with the 
roles assigned to the four residues by experiments 75-78. Notably, the residues implicated in sensing during 
the nucleotide insertion stage, namely R615 and Y714, are affected by the presence of a mispair at the 
active site highlighted by the significantly weakened interaction with the DNA fragment.  
 For the systems with oxidative damage there is minimal change in the interactions of R615 
with the incoming nucleotide (for both dCTP and dATP) and the terminal primer base relative to that 
observed for the G:C control. Further, the reduced width of the 8oxoG:A Hoogsteen pair allows R615 to 
contact the dNTP at the regular O4′ position as seen for the regular Watson-Crick 8oxoG:C and G:C 
systems. However, relative to the control, the interactions of Y714 with 8oxoG, H829 with the terminal 
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primer base and Q797 with the minor groove are all significantly weaker. While the first two destabilize 
the active site during nucleotide insertion, the third would likely affect the extension of the lesion. The 
degree of weakening of interactions is smaller for the 8oxoG:A system, which in our view could 
rationalize why the 8oxoG:A system is stable at the well-aligned catalytic geometry, whereas the 
8oxoG:C system is only metastable. 
 The presence of these DNA polymerase interactions running as a relay parallel to the helix 
axis along the template and primer strands, coupled with stacking interactions between the adjacent base 
pairs, provide a molecular basis for the dynamical coupling between the polymerase fingers and the 
catalytic site observed for the G:C control (see section 3.4 and Movie S8). In this picture, the weakening 
of Y714-8oxoG(Tn) interactions lead to a loss of correlations between the polymerase fingers and the 
DNA template strand for systems with oxidative damage. Moreover, for these systems, there are 
significant increases in the interactions of Y714 with the incoming nucleotide and a weakening of Q797 
and H829 interactions with the DNA (Table II), which leads to a loss of correlation between template and 
primer strand motions. In our view, these factors collectively lead to the observed disruption in the 
dynamical coupling for systems with oxidative damage 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
We have identified and quantified structural and energetic changes during active-site pre-organization in 
the context of correct and incorrect nucleotides bound to the active BF polymerase/DNA complex in the 
presence and absence of the oxidative lesion 8oxoG in the DNA template base at the active-site. Our 
calculated free energy barriers for active site pre-organization suggest that the rate of assembling an 
efficient two-metal-ion geometry (catalytic site pre-organization) follows the trend: G:C > 8oxoG:C >> 
G:A. Moreover, the stability of well organized two-metal-ion geometry for the 8oxoG:A system suggests 
the trend: 8oxoG:A > 8oxoG:C. We have also identified a dynamical coupling between the polymerase 
fingers and catalytic site degrees of freedom aiding catalytic site pre-organization in the G:C control 
system which underscores their role in the assembly of an optimal active site. Intriguingly, such an 
orchestrated coupling is absent for the systems with oxidative damage, which suggests the trend: G:C > 
8oxoG:A for the rate of active-site pre-organization. Taken together, the trend in rates of active site pre-
organization emerging from our studies is G:C  > 8oxoG:A > 8oxoG:C  >> G:A, which shows that the 
oxidative lesion enables the polymerase to favor dATP (mis)incorporation over correct dCTP 
incorporation. Moreover, this inferred trend correlates perfectly with relative nucleotide incorporation 
rates observed in kinetic experiments 6, suggesting that this pre-chemistry step is a significant determinant 
of polymerase fidelity. Our comparative analysis of correlations for the four systems strongly supports the 
participation of the polymerase fingers in a discriminatory role towards catalytic site pre-organization, 
Namely that, while the dynamical coupling between the polymerase fingers and the catalytic site aids in 
active-site pre-organization for the G:C system, it exerts a negative influence on the pre-organization of 
the active site for the G:A system. Thus, our observations identify a new discriminatory role for the 
polymerase fingers induced by the dynamical coupling in BF complexes devoid of lesions. For the 8oxoG 
systems the presence of the lesion disrupts the dynamical coupling to similar extents during 
correct/incorrect nucleotide incorporations thereby affecting the ability of the polymerase fingers to 
discriminate against incorrect nucleotides. Therefore, we suggest that the mutagenic potential of 8oxoG 
can partly be ascribed to this loss of discrimination. Collectively, these observations further extend the 
significance of the fingers domain in the fidelity mechanisms in A-family polymerases. 
The analysis we have presented provides valuable insights on the mutagenic potential of 8oxoG 
during its interaction with high fidelity polymerases. Kinetic studies resolving the barriers for the 
conformational change and chemical steps during nucleotide incorporation opposite 8oxoG are required 
validate our predictions and to completely understand the role of the lesion in promoting DNA mispair 
formation by high fidelity polymerases during the nucleotide incorporation cycle. Nevertheless, the 
paradigm for nucleotide incorporation emerging from our collective analysis is that the pre-organization 
of the catalytic site is not only achieved on the basis of context-specific structural (catalytic site 
geometries) and energetic (stability and plasticity of the catalytic site) attributes of the active site but also 
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strongly influenced by the slow dynamical modes of the system. 
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Figure captions
1) Figure 1:  (a) The active site region for the BF-DNA-dNTP ternary complex used in our 
correlation analysis. The circled region depicts the catalytic site. (b) The fully solvated 
and neutralized ternary complex used in our MD simulations. The circled region depicts 
the location of the active site fragment. (c) The catalytic site, depicting the key
components required for a two-metal-ion assisted phosphoryl transfer reaction.
2) Figure 2: Average values (solid-lines) and standard deviations of metal-ligand and 
nucleophilic attack distances for the four model systems (G:C, G:A, 8oxoG:C and 
8oxoG:A) obtained from 5ns classical simulations. Also shown are values of metal 
ligand distances expected for an ideal two-metal-ion geometry (solid bars) taken from 
reference [58]. 
3) Figure 3: The average catalytic site geometry obtained from 5ns classical simulations for 
the G:C (a) and G:A (b) systems. The primary reactive distances for catalysis, O3-P
(da) and O3-MG2 (db) are shown. Corresponding free energy landscapes are shown in 
figures (c) and (d) respectively with distances da and db given in Å. The location of the 
average simulation geometry is marked by X in these plots. The scale for energies 
(shown on the right for each free energy plot) is in units of kBT ~0.6 kcal/mol (for a T 
value of 300 K). The errors in free energies are estimated to be ~ ± 0.9 kBT (0.54 
kcal/mol). 
4) Figure 4:  Colored symbols represent values of various metal-ligand distances for the 
four model systems (G:C, G:A, 8oxoG:C and 8oxoG:A) obtained during our umbrella 
sampling simulations. The nucleophilic attack distance dNTP:P—A:O3 and the MG2—
A:O3 distance were constrained to a range of values between 5.0—2.0 Å (see Methods). 
For all systems except the control G:C (which shows two water molecules at the catalytic 
site) the catalytic Mg2+ is liganded to three water molecules for structures where da and db
values are large and far from those for an ideal two-metal-ion geometry (from reference 
[58]) represented by  the solid bars. The extra water is expelled as da and db are 
constrained to approach their ideal two-metal-ion values.
5) Figure 5: The average catalytic site geometry obtained from 5ns classical simulations 
for the 8oxoG:C (a) and 8oxoG:A (b) systems. The primary reactive distances for 
catalysis, O3-P (da) and O3-MG2 (db) are shown. Corresponding free energy 
landscapes are shown in figures (c) and (d) respectively with distances da and db given in 
Å. The location of the average simulation geometry is marked by X in these plots. The 
scale for energies (shown on the right for each free energy plot) is in units of kBT ~0.6 
kcal/mol (for a T value of 300 K ). The errors in free energies are estimated to be ~ ± 0.9 
kBT (0.54 kcal/mol). 
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Residue Effect of mutation* Residue-DNA interaction
R615 • 23-fold decrease in DNA binding.• 2-fold decrease in fidelity
• 300-fold decrease in catalytic activity
• Contacts dNTP sugar 
(O4) and A(Pn-1) base 
(N3)
R714 • Decrease in replication fidelity
• Contacts G(Tn) base (N2
hydrogen)
Q797 • 40-fold decrease in DNA binding
•  3-10 fold increase in fidelity
• Contacts  T(Tn-1) base 
(O2) and C(Tn-2) sugar  
(O4)
H829 • Increase in replication fidelity
• Decrease in DNA binding
• Contacts – A(Pn-1) sugar 
(O4) and  G (Pn-2) base 
(N3)
* from references [76] and [78]
Table I: Summary of mutation of key polymerase residues as inferred from the interactions seen 
for the G:C simulations, and the effects on a G:A mismatch and oxidatively damaged G at the 
insertion site on these interactions. Notation for each DNA base is as follows: Each base is denoted 
either as a primer (P) or a template (T) base with the subscript n denoting the nascent base pair with the 
template G/8oxoG and the incoming dNTP. Subscripts n-1,n-2 represent bases further down in the DNA 
duplex.
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Residue-Base 
Interaction 
G:C 
kcal/mol 
G:A 
kcal/mol 
8oxoG:C 
kcal/mol 
8oxoG:A 
kcal/mol 
R615-dCTP/dATP -34.6 (4.8) -18.9 (2.7) -34.4 (4.5) -33.2 (3.6) 
R615-A(Pn-1) -17.6 (2.8) -11.9 (1.9) -18.8 (3.0) -15.7 (2.4) 
Y714-dCTP/dATP -2.2 (0.9) -1.6 (0.8) -4.6 (0.7) -4.0 (0.9) 
Y714-G/8oxoG(Tn) -8.9 (1.2) -6.8 (1.2) -2.7 (0.8) -3.9 (1.2) 
Q797 –T(Tn-1) -5.8 (0.8) -5.2 (1.0) -2.9 (1.3) -3.7 (1.2) 
H829 –A(Pn-1) -9.3 (1.3) -5.6 (1.0) -3.3 (1.2) -2.5 (1.0) 
H829 –G(Pn-2) -4.9 (2.4) -8.1 (1.7) -5.5 (2.1) -5.9 (1.5) 
Table II: Nonbonded (van der Waals + electrostatic) interaction energy (in kcal/mol) between 
four highly conserved polymerase residues at the active site (R615, Y714, Q797 and H829) 
and the DNA for all four model systems (G:C, G:A, 8oxoG:C and 8oxoG:A), averaged over 
the last 2ns of our unconstrained MD trajectories. The standard deviations are given in 
parenthesis.
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